Noninvasive conductivity estimation of the human head tissues in vivo would result in greatly improved source localization accuracy in both research and medical applications. In this paper we report on further development of such a technique which is based on the bounded electrical impedance tomography (bEIT) measurements procedure and realistically shaped high-resolution finite difference model (FDM) of the human head geometry composed from the subject specific co-registered CT and MRI [1][2][3]. The recent advances in development of the forward and inverse solvers, experimental results with humans, phantom validation, the hardware and software issues of the data acquisition platform will be discussed. We have developed the ODESSI (Open Domain-enabled Environment for Simulation-based Scientific Investigation) system [4] for computational modeling of human head electromagnetics for conductivity analysis and source localization. It facilitates in a user-friendly manner the whole cycle of simulation in conductivity estimation and supports parametric studies, optimization, uncertainty quantification, and sensitivity analysis. In the area of algorithm development for head modeling, we have developed the 3D finite volume algorithm for solving the anisotropic heterogeneous Poisson equation [5] and work is in progress on porting these models into General Purpose Graphic Processing Units desktops, which will allow an unprecedented level of parallelization at bedside. The algorithm is used in the direct forward solution of the projection of electrical potentials to the scalp given current injection pairs on the scalp or dipole sources in the head volume. The algorithm is based on novel vector-additive implicit methods using a 13-point stencil and has performance comparable to the most efficient iterative solvers in the family of preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) algorithms. In addition, the algorithm is highly domain decomposable for parallelization on computational clusters or accelerators. One of the major accomplishments in adding the new functionality to BrainK, our in-house image processing tool, is development of a fully automatic skull warping procedure to extract the skull from a subject's T1-weighted MR images by deforming a pre-defined (model) skull atlas in cases when CT images are not available. The BrainK algorithms have been upgraded also to include CT images segmentation, CT and MRI co-registration, electrode co-registration with MRI volumes and skull normal's calculation needed for skull anisotropy parameterazation in the anisotropic solver. Our previously developed 128 channel demo version of a conductivity scanner which was operating in a manual mode has been updated to an automatic 256 channel EIT prototype compatible with the EGI commercial EEG system. One of the major intervention in software development was to create automatic scripting protocol and harmonize the digital filters parameters in the EGI EEG system amplifier server and the reference channels in the EIT data acquisition system and the virtual lock-in detection software. Both goals have been successfully reached. The gaps in the hardware and software performance/design have been indentified, the 2
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